ABSTRACT  This study investigated the social capital of Iranian patients living with acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and the associated factors. In a cross-sectional study the Integrated Social Capital Questionnaire was filled by a sequential sample of 300 patients visiting a referral counselling centre in Tehran. The patients’ social capital scores were around 50% in the trust, social cohesion, collective action and cooperation and political empowerment domains. The groups and networks membership domain scored the lowest (27.1%). In regression analysis, employment status was significantly associated with groups and networks membership; age, marital status and financial status were associated with collective action and cooperation; period of disease awareness and marital status affected social cohesion and inclusion; and having risky behaviour affected empowerment and political action. Efforts are needed to enhance the social capital of those patients living with AIDS who are younger, unemployed, divorced/widowed, with risky behaviours and shorter disease awareness.
Capital social des patients atteints du sida et facteurs associés en République islamique d'Iran

RÉSUMÉ La présente étude a analysé le capital social de patients iraniens atteints du sida et les facteurs associés. Dans une étude transversale, le questionnaire intégré permettant la mesure du capital social (Integrated Social Capital Questionnaire) a été rempli par 300 patients atteints du sida inclus dans un échantillon séquentiel et consultant dans un centre de conseil et de recours à Téhéran. Les scores des patients en termes de capital social se situaient autour de 50 % dans les domaines de la confiance, de la cohésion sociale, de l’action collective, de la coopération et de l’autonomisation politique. Le domaine concernant l’appartenance à des groupes et des réseaux a obtenu le score le plus faible (27,1 %). À l’analyse de régression, la situation professionnelle était nettement associée à une appartenance à des groupes et des réseaux ; l’âge, la situation matrimoniale et le statut économique étaient liés à l’action collective et à la coopération ; une période de sensibilisation à la maladie et la situation matrimoniale affectaient la cohésion sociale et l’inclusion ; et un comportement à risque influait sur l’autonomisation et l’action politique. Des actions sont nécessaires pour améliorer le capital social des patients atteints du sida qui sont jeunes, sans emploi, divorcés/veufs, qui ont des comportements à risque et ont eu une sensibilisation à la maladie plus courte.
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Introduction
Combatting acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is one of the objectives of the Millennium Development Goals, especially as AIDS can have both direct and indirect mutual effects on the other goals (1). According to a World Health Organization (WHO) report, the number of people infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) around the world was 34 million in 2011. In the Islamic Republic of Iran, statistics provided by the Diseases Management Centre of the Ministry of Health and Medical Education in September 2014 indicated that a total of 28,663 cases of HIV infection and AIDS had been identified, 88.4% of which were among males. Between 1986 and 2014, a cumulative total of 6435 such patients were identified, of whom 6016 have since died (2).

The AIDS epidemic has reached a critical point in recent years. The introduction of new treatments and also the increasing knowledge about the disease have transformed it into a controllable chronic disease rather than a deadly one. The lifespan of patients living with HIV/AIDS has increased considerably, while the side-effects and signs of the disease have lessened. Besides the side-effects of the disease itself, many patients suffer from numerous social and mental problems, such as poverty, depression, addiction and social stigma, which threaten their quality of life and social capital.

Social capital is a collection of informal capabilities and values that increases participation among members of a group, facilitates their social relations and finds a solution to their social problems in a more economical, rapid and simple manner. Unlike other forms of capital, social capital does not exist in a physical form and is the result of mutual social actions (3). Social capital influences the physical and mental health of members of society both directly and indirectly. Among the domains of social capital, trust has shown a direct association with self-rated health (3,4). Higher levels of social capital in a society can be linked to increased life expectancy, better utilization of health interventions and a decrease in mortality related to certain causes (5,6).

Social capital plays a strategic role in the lives of people living with AIDS as a means of promoting quality of life, decreasing social stigma, increasing patients’ visits for care and treatment, controlling the spread of AIDS and increasing the influence of preventive interventions (7–11). Although a number of international studies in this field exist (12,13), to the best our knowledge, there is no research evidence about the social capital of people living with AIDS in the Islamic Republic of Iran. As social capital and social stigma are determined by the specific cultural context of a country, we designed a study to assess the social capital of Iranian patients and associated factors. It was expected that the study findings would provide useful information for necessary interventions in order to promote the social health of this group of the population.

Methods
Setting

This cross-sectional study was conducted at the behavioural diseases’ counselling centre at Imam Khomeini Hospital, Tehran, during 2010–2011. This centre is an outpatient referral centre for counselling people living with AIDS/HIV and receives visitors from all over the country. The study was approved by Tehran University of Medical Sciences’ ethics committee.

Sampling

On the basis of the patient registration files at this counselling centre, at the time of the study there were almost 700 patients who were known to be HIV-positive and 305 outpatients who had been diagnosed as having AIDS. Only the patients who had been diagnosed with AIDS were included in this study. Using sequential sampling, the questionnaire was filled by all consenting patients (305 individuals) who visited the counselling centre on a regular basis to receive care and who met the study’s inclusion criteria.

The inclusion criteria were patients in need of antiretroviral therapy who had entered the 3rd or 4th AIDS stage, based on the definitions and HIV/AIDS treatment guidelines of the World Health Organization in 2010. The criteria of the guidelines are: (a) a total of CD4 ≤ 350 cells/mm³, regardless of clinical symptoms (CD4 ≤ 200 cells/mm³ according to previous guidelines); (b) being in the 3rd AIDS clinical stage (more than 10% weight loss, history of diarrhoea and fever for more than a month, night sweats and fatigue, weakness, oral candidiasis and leukoplakia, pulmonary tuberculosis in the past year, and severe bacterial infections such as pneumonia and pyomyositis) or the 4th AIDS clinical stage (wasting syndrome, Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, toxoplasmosis, extrapulmonary tuberculosis, Kaposi sarcoma, lymphoma), based on WHO definitions and regardless of CD4 count; (c) suffering from tuberculosis, regardless of CD4 count; (d) suffering from and in need of therapy for hepatitis B virus infection, regardless of CD4 count; or (e) suffering from and in need of therapy for background malignancy (especially AIDS-related malignancies). Only registered outpatients at the behavioural diseases’ counselling centre were eligible for the study and only patients who give informed consent were enrolled.

The only exclusion criterion was hospitalization due to deterioration in the health of the patient. Those whose health had deteriorated or who had been hospitalized were not available for the study since patients come to this counselling centre only when they are in a better condition for consultation.

Data collection
In order to measure the social capital of patients who had been diagnosed with AIDS, a validated Iranian version of the World Bank’s Social Capital Integrated Questionnaire (SC-IQ) designed for developing countries was used. A psychometric evaluation was conducted in Tehran and its validity and reliability were confirmed (14).

The questionnaire consisted of sociodemographic characteristics: sex; age (in years); employment status (employed: self-employed or employed by the state, unemployed: jobless, housekeeper, student or conscript); education level (number of years educated); and financial status (a proxy measure based on total living area of home divided by household size). A number of other characteristics were also assessed: duration of awareness of HIV infection (in years); duration of use of anti-HIV drugs (in years); and risky behaviour which might result in HIV infection (unsafe sex and intravenous drug use).

The main part of the questionnaire covered 6 domains of social capital, as follows.

Domain 1: Groups and networks. This domain consisted of 3 questions: number of groups or associations where the patient is a member; number of friends; number of persons ready to help when the patient is in need of money or a car, etc.

Domain 2: Trust and solidarity. This domain consisted of 28 questions: level of trust in people, local help in case of need; attempt to commit fraud in the local community; entrusting others with money (lending and borrowing); and the level of trust in 21 groups such as friends, family and different occupations. The level of trust in HIV-positive patients was also added to this questionnaire specifically for this study.

Domain 3: Collective action and cooperation. This domain consisted of 3 questions: group work participation, where people gather around (e.g. to help an individual) to do something useful for society; working hard in order to eliminate a certain problem (e.g. clearing garbage and waste in the local community); and the probability of the local community’s help when something unfortunate happens to someone (e.g. when a loved one suffers from illness or passes away).

Domain 4: Information and communication. This domain consisted of 2 questions regarding information accessibility: how often patients follow the news and events in the country; and 3 primary sources they use to gather information.
Domain 5: Social cohesion and inclusion. The score for this domain was calculated using 17 questions about: level of empathy and closeness in the neighbourhood; disputes over assets, social class, ethnicity, political and religious views and whether they turned violent; socializing levels; participation in group activities; feeling of security at home and among the community at night.

Domain 6: Empowerment and political action. The score for this domain was calculated using 14 questions about: level of influence that change the course of one's life; level of social value and respect for an individual; level of trust in 9 government institutions; and level of cooperation and participation among people.

Domains 5 and 6 are the outcomes of social capital (14).

The SC-IQ questionnaire was completed by 20 patients as the pilot. These individuals were then questioned about the time it took them to fill the questionnaire, its clarity and whether they felt uncomfortable with any of the questions. Based on their answers, the questionnaire was determined as clear, took nearly half an hour to fill and only 1 of the patients was uncomfortable with answering the AIDS-related questions.

**Statistical analysis**

In order to create equal weights for the questions, each question’s score in the main part of the questionnaire was converted into a percentage and then the mean percentage score was calculated for each domain. Each social capital domain along with independent quantitative variables were described using the mean score and standard deviation (SD), while categorical variables were represented as percentages. In the bivariate analysis, the independent t-test and Pearson correlation coefficient were used. Variables that showed a P-value

**Results**

Only 5 (1.6%) of the patients who met the inclusion criteria refused to take part in the study (response rate 98.4%).

**Demographic characteristics of the study population**

Among the 300 patients studied 72.7% were men and 27.3% were women. Their mean duration of education was 9.1 (SD 3.6) years and their mean age was 38.5 (SD 8.4) years (range 10 –60
scores of the social capital domains

The mean scores on the domains of social capital in the SC-IQ for the participants are shown in Table 2. In most of the domains participants scored just over 50% (range 51.3–55.3%), except for the domains of groups and networks, which scored 27.1% (SD 18.8%). Only 5 domains are shown in the tables because calculation of the total score was not possible in the information and communication domain due to the descriptive nature of the questions.

Groups and networks domain

Among the participants, 60.3% were members of at least one group (i.e. any group/organization, network or association) while 39.6% were not in any group. Almost one-quarter of the individuals (23.5%) belonged to groups established by members of the public. A high proportion of the patients who were group members belonged to disease support groups (148/181, 81.8%), but if disease support groups were excluded, the mean score on this domain would be 25.7% (SD 18.4%). The main advantage of group membership, as stated by 51.4% of group members was improvement in their mental and spiritual condition. Most respondents (74.3%) stated that the common factor among group members was “the disease”, 62.4% said that decision-making in such groups was based on discussions and the agreement of all members and 75.3% said that the group leader was chosen by vote.

Trust and solidarity domain

As shown in Table 2, the domain of trust and solidarity had a mean score of 53.9% (SD 17.7%). Considering the responses on the Likert scale for each question, ranging from 1 (lowest trust) to 5 (highest trust), mean scores on social trust for each group, in descending order, were: family members 4.00 (SD 1.18), nurses and doctors 3.98 (SD 1.02), academic professors 3.73 (SD 1.19), teachers 3.38 (SD 1.25), people living with AIDS 3.14 (SD 1.34), neighbours 2.06 (SD 1.04) and strangers 1.59 (SD 0.90).

In response to questions about the neighbourhood 62.2% of the participants believed that the level of social trust among people had decreased in the past 5 years. On the other hand, 43.0% of participants agreed or totally agreed that people in their neighbourhood were willing to help when they were in need and 40.9% disagreed or somewhat disagreed that everyone in the neighbourhood was trying to cheat the others. The phrase “In our neighbourhood, people usually don’t trust each other when lending or borrowing money from each other” received a mixed response of somewhat to totally agree from 49.0% of the participants.
Collective action and cooperation domain

The mean score of the collective action and cooperation domain was 53.0% (SD 25.8%).

Information and communication domain

The responses to the questions on the information and communication domain showed that while 51.3% of the participants followed the news on a daily basis, 11.0% never followed the news at all. The participants chose the following 3 sources as the main means of information about government activities: television (78.3%), newspapers and magazines (31.3%) and friends, relatives and neighbours (25.3%).

Social cohesion and inclusion domain

The mean score on the social cohesion domain was 55.3% (SD 14.1%). For the majority of our study patients their main social contacts were with their relatives (71.5%), and only 28.1% felt there was heterogeneity in their neighbourhood (i.e. in terms of wealth, beliefs and religion, education, ethnicity, etc.). The two main reasons why participants felt alienated were differences between a healthy and an ill person (53.5%) and differences in economic status (33.1%).

Empowerment and political action domain

The mean score for the empowerment and political action domain was 51.3% (SD 21.3%).

Bivariate analyses

In the bivariate analyses, respondents who were male, employed, better educated and with longer duration of disease awareness had significantly better group and network scores (Table 3 and Table 4). Social cohesion and inclusion scores were significantly higher in respondents with longer disease awareness, males and single/married participants. Collective action and cooperation scores significantly improved with increasing age and were lower in the divorced/widowed than married/single participants. The respondents with risky behaviours had significantly lower empowerment and political action scores.

Multiple regression analysis

The variables with P 0.05 were removed from the final models (Table 5).
The multiple regression analysis of the association between social capital domains and the participants’ demographic variables and disease specific characteristics showed a significant association between employment status and the groups and networks domain; the unemployed scored 12.9 units less in the group membership domain than the employed ($P$ for collective action and cooperation the score increased significantly with age ($P$.

Table 5 also illustrates the significant association of the social cohesion and inclusion score with both marital status and duration of disease awareness. A longer disease awareness resulted in higher social cohesion scores ($P = 0.038$) and widowed and divorced individuals had lower scores compared with the single and married participants ($P = 0.038$). So if all other variables remained unchanged, a 1-year increase in the duration of disease awareness raised this domain’s score by 0.7%. Divorced and widowed individuals scored 6.4% lower than their married and single counterparts.

A significant association existed between the risky behaviour and the political empowerment score, with a decrease of 9.3% in patients with risky behaviour.

None of the independent variables in either the bivariate or multiple linear regression analysis had a significant statistical association with the social trust domain.

Discussion

In the 1990s, the World Bank implemented a number of programmes to promote and research social development in different developing countries. One of the dimensions of social development is social capital. The Islamic Republic of Iran has been working on this issue since 2001 and even the country’s 20-year Vision Plan gave serious attention to social capital (16).

In the current study, the social capital scores in all domains of the SC-IQ were around 50%, except in the groups and networks domain, which had the lowest score (27.1%). Being younger, unemployed or divorced/widowed and having a better economic status, higher risky behaviour and shorter duration of disease awareness were the variables which decreased the scores on different domains of the questionnaire.

Social capital was also measured with the same tool in the general population of Tehran in 2008.
(14). A comparison of the findings of this study with the latter could prove useful considering both were conducted with the same tool. In comparison with the Tehran study, social capital among people diagnosed with AIDS was higher in all the domains (14). The greatest difference was observed in the groups and networks domain. The mean social capital score in this domain was 27.1%, even when membership of support groups (e.g. Positive Club, the Society for the Protection of Handicapped Children and Youth Tavanyab, Narcotics Anonymous, Rebirth Society, Hope Foundation) was removed, the mean score of this domain was 25.7% (SD 18.4%). This score was higher than in the other study of Tehran citizens (18.9%) (14). Another study conducted in 2004 on 1759 people in Tehran also showed that the maximum score for participation in philanthropic activities was very low (around 25%) and that 53.4% of respondents had no participation at all (17). In another study done in our centre on a mix of people who were HIV-positive or living with AIDS using a different questionnaire, the lowest score was seen in the associative relation domain (18).

In 2007, an evaluation of social capital was carried out on a national scale in the Islamic Republic of Iran. According to the results of this evaluation, the social capital scores in the country as a whole and in Tehran were lower than the average international score. One basic factor which holds a rather weak position in Iranian society is communal relationships. These consist of a population’s participation in associations and private establishments. The second factor is inter-personal trust. In the Islamic Republic of Iran social capital is of a more traditional type; it relies on familial and ethnic relationships which is termed “bonding social capital”. But the social capital that results from widespread participation, national social integrity, associative relations and cooperation in establishments has not yet been fully established in the Islamic Republic of Iran (2).

Half of the patients in our survey (51.4%) believed the greatest advantage of group membership was an improvement in their spiritual and psychological state. One of the reasons the score of this domain was higher in these patients, even without including membership of support groups, is perhaps their need for spiritual uplift. This difference may also be attributed to selection bias, since in the previous Tehran study random sampling was done in the general population. In our study, however, the samples were chosen from those visiting the counselling centre. Hence our findings may not be representative of all people living with AIDS. Evidence shows that social capital can positively affect health with respect to the quality and type of social networks the person is a member of by promoting health and quality of life. On the other hand, it may also negatively affect it by increasing the risk of disease, injury and even death in special groups (19). Researchers have reported strong social associations between criminal, smuggling and sexual activity networks and groups whose level of trust is dependent on unhealthy and socially unacceptable behaviour (19). A qualitative study was performed on 52 HIV-positive Filipino homosexual men in Los Angeles between July 2004 and August 2005. Unlike other diseases such as cancer, when friends and family learned about someone’s HIV-positive status, they were no longer supportive, resulting in a disruptive social capital. The result was an inclination toward participation in high-risk groups (20). Hence it seems that encouraging patients to visit
behavioural counselling centres and becoming members of relevant support groups can help boost their social capital and health.

On examining the associations between the different domains and demographic variables, the social capital of patients in terms of groups and networks was significantly associated with the employment variable. When compared with employment, unemployment reduced the score of this domain by 12.9 units. The other demographic variables were not significantly associated with this domain. Male participants had significantly better group membership scores in the bivariate analysis, although this association became non-significant in the adjusted model. This finding is in accordance with the other study of social capital among people living with HIV/AIDS in the Islamic Republic of Iran (18). A study performed on patients in China showed a direct association between reduced social support and ageing, lower levels of education and lower income. Living alone and losing one’s job were identified as factors lowering social capital. On the other hand, good family relations and a successful marriage were identified as protective factors in preserving social capital (21).

Regarding economic status, in our study the only significant association with this variable was the collective action and cooperation score. However, in the other study on people living with HIV/AIDS in the Islamic Republic of Iran, economic status showed a significant association with 3 out of the 4 social capital domains evaluated (18). The reason for this discordance might be the non-linear association of the economic status and social capital, as in the above-mentioned study the social capital domain scores of respondents in the middle economic status group were significantly higher than those of both poorer and richer ones.

The mean social capital score obtained in the trust and solidarity domain was 53.9%, which is almost identical to the score of 53.7% among Tehran citizens (14). This domain was not significantly associated with any of the sociodemographic variables and patient characteristics studied. In the Iranian study on people who were HIV-positive and people living with AIDS in this centre, none of the variables showed a significant association with the score of social trust and associative relations, while the individual trust score was significantly lower in women than men respondents in this study (18).

The responses among our patients to the question “To what extent can people be trusted?” were as follows: 54.4% chose low or very low; 36.1% average and 9.5% high or very high. In contrast, 45.5% of Tehran citizens chose the low or very low options and 11.5% chose the high or very high options. Hence, when compared with the general population of Tehran, the level of trust seems to be lower among people living with AIDS (14). The level of trust in people is higher among the general population in some other countries as well. For example, in 2008 48%
of Canadians agreed that “most people can be trusted”, although this rate was 32% in 2009 (22). In 1998 49% of New Zealanders, 40% of Australians, 36% of Americans and 31% of British people agreed with the same statement (23). Similar to our finding, a study conducted in China on 294 people living with AIDS showed lower social trust scores than in the general population (21).

An international multi-centre, cross-sectional study was conducted on social capital in 1963 people living with AIDS in 16 centres in Canada, China, Thailand, United States, Namibia and Puerto Rico in 2009–2010. The overall mean social capital score of these patients was 2.68 out of 4.00 on the Onyx and Bullen scales, which was higher than the average total social capital score compared with previous research using the same scale (12).

In our study 62.0% of respondents believed that the level of trust among the community had decreased compared with 5 years earlier. This finding is consistent with the social capital study conducted in Tehran in which 771 out of 2484 citizens also believed the level of trust had decreased (12). Based on another Iranian national study conducted in 28 provinces in 2001, social capital had decreased overall across the country (13).

According to our findings an increase in the duration of awareness of their disease was directly related to a significant increase in the social cohesion and inclusion scores of people living with AIDS. This score was 6.4 units lower in the divorced or widowed patients than in the married ones. Other studies too have reported that the social cohesion score is lower in single and widowed individuals (3,14).

A significant association existed between risky behaviour and the empowerment and political action domain score; risky behaviour reduced the score by 9.3 units. This means an increase in risky behaviour negatively affected the individual’s value in society and subsequently his/her influence over life matters.

The potential role that social capital can play in health interventions carried out for people living with AIDS has been addressed in various studies. These interventions may be in the form of helping patients build trust in medical groups and social service organizations. These interventions should take place before therapeutic and lifestyle training interventions (24,25). However, we must remember that although patients’ health is affected by their social capital, social capital itself can be affected by patients’ health, and AIDS can result in a lower social capital.
Furthermore, according to the World Bank report the prevalence of HIV infection in a population negatively affected social capital, such that 1 SD increase in prevalence led to a 1% decline in trust at the country level. The report also stated that if a person travelled from a country with a low prevalence of HIV, such as Estonia, to a country with a high prevalence, such as Zimbabwe, an 8% decline in social capital would be observed (20). On the other hand, the degree of social capital seems to have a beneficial effect on HIV infection and sexually transmitted infection rates and can play a significant role in the decline in the disease trends (26–28). It is recommended that policy-makers consider involving public social groups and networks in the planning and delivery of intervention strategies for reducing HIV transmission (27).

Some limitations of the current study should be noted. The questionnaire was not filled in the same way by all participants. It was self-administered by 66% of the participants, while the other 34% were filled by the interviewers or with their help because the patients were illiterate or did not want to fill it themselves. There is a possibility of desirability bias because of the nature of the questions in the self-administered questionnaire. This possibility is greater in the members of certain groups (Narcotics Anonymous, Positive Club), because these individuals have participated in multiple research projects and are more familiar with the questions. Although our counselling centre is a referral centre and the high response rate can enhance the generalizability of the findings to elsewhere in the country, there is a possibility of selection bias. The study was conducted on people living with AIDS visiting a counselling centre, and we had no samples from people who were not visiting such centres. The social capital status of these people may be worse than those participating in our study, and care should be taken in generalizing the data. Causality inference cannot be assumed, due to the cross-sectional nature of the study, and only the associations should be considered.

**Conclusion**

Most of the social capital domains received scores of 50% or more, except for the groups and networks domain which scored 27.1% and the information and communication domain which scored 43.7%. Being younger, unemployed or divorced/widowed, and having a better economic status, greater risky behaviour and shorter disease awareness period were the variables which decreased social capital.

Studies need to be designed to develop and evaluate appropriate intervention programmes to improve the social capital status among these groups in the future. Future studies might include evaluating the effectiveness of interventions such as creating employment opportunities for patients, encouraging inter-patient marriages, expanding the role of groups and associations, using trained individuals in these groups to clarify the goals and steer the groups, and holding counselling sessions for patients’ spouses to prevent divorce. Since a large percentage of
patients are audiences of mass media, transferring necessary health messages via TV, newspapers and journals could prove effective.
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